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The High Cost of Free Parking - A Summary Published by

Oceans of Parking - a Tragedy of the Commons
The matter of parking is largely taken for granted, until you’re circling the block looking for that
elusive space. Even for many transportation professionals and urban planners, parking tends to
be little more than an afterthought. But a major new treatise by UCLA professor Donald Shoup
makes a strong case for more attention to parking. Shoup determines that in the United States,
off-street parking consumes an area roughly the size of Connecticut. If global car ownership
rates catch up with those in the U.S., and assuming just one off-street space per car, an area the
size of England would need to be paved to house the world’s car fleet (during the 95 percent of
the day when it’s not on the road)Shoup contends that many of the woes associated with
America’s car culture can be linked directly to the lack of rational attention to parking. More
specifically, he argues that the oversupply of free parking (he estimates 99 percent of parking
in the U.S. is free) is an enormous public subsidy that makes driving less expensive than it should
be, further skewing travel choices. In fact, transportation suffers from the same “tragedy of the
commons” relative to parking observed with regard to fisheries and other free and un-owned
resources. Zoning requirements for overly-abundant off-street parking and failure to charge
appropriately for curb parking result in extra air pollution, higher oil consumption, traffic
congestion, and sprawl.
Less obviously, parking requirements increase the cost of housing, as well as goods and
services. For urban areas, Shoup summarizes these effects quoting Mumford: “The right to have
access to every building in the city by private motorcar in an age when everyone possesses such
a vehicle, is actually the right to destroy the city.”
For MTR readers without the time to read The High Cost of Free Parking’s hefty 700 pages we
have summarized Shoup’s major findings into three articles, to be presented here this summer.
They follow the outline of Shoup’s book, with the first examining zoning codes’ influence on the
proliferation of free parking, the second looking at the cruising-for-parking phenomenon and the
third providing an overview of Shoup’s policy recommendations.

The High Cost of Free Parking Part II —
The Problem With Zoning
The second in our serial look at Donald Shoup’s recent opus, The High Cost of Free Parking.
Zoning codes dictate the number of parking spaces required for each type of land use. According
to the American Planning Association, cities set parking requirements for at least 662 different
land uses – everything from “adult entertainment” establishments to nunneries (e.g. 1 space per
patron, plus 1 space per employee on the largest working shift for adult entertainment and 1
space per 10 nuns for the nunnery). Shoup says the requirements are often simply pulled out of
thin air. There are two primary sources for these requirements: the parking requirements of
neighboring communities and the Institute of Transportation Engineers’ (ITE) Parking Generation
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manual. Both sources are problematic, but the second is all the more troubling in its faults
because it purports to be scientific.
Parking Generation recommends the exact number of parking spaces needed per square foot for
dozens of different land uses, and supports those figures with scatter plots and studies. But
Shoup shows that the recommendations are in fact derived from far too few studies to be
reliable. Half of the parking generation rates are based on four or fewer studies and 22 percent
are based on a single study. But even if an adequate number of studies had been analyzed, the
rates would still be skewed high because nearly all of the studies examine the demand for free
parking during times of peak demand in suburban locations with few, if any, alternatives to
driving. Shoup compares this to the demand for free pizza. The slices go a lot more quickly if
they are free than if they are sold at an appropriate price.
Shoup says “city planners sometimes mistake Pandora’s box for a toolkit.” With the best of
intentions, planners have “cured” parking shortages with a tonic that has made matters worse.
The practice of setting off-street parking requirements in city zoning codes has become fully
entrenched. Even for low-income housing projects where a majority of residents can’t afford a
private vehicle, zoning codes require vast parking lots to meet a demand that will never
materialize. Those lots not only add to the cost of a development, they also require that land
which could otherwise be used for housing (or landscaping, etc). Overall, parking requirements
increase the cost and diminish the supply of housing, and this effect is not limited just to lowincome developments. A San Francisco study found that requirements for off-street parking
increased housing prices by an average of $47,000 and increased the household income
necessary to purchase a house from $67,000 annually to $76,000.
Shoup calculates that parking requirements impose a public subsidy for drivers that came to at
least $127 billion in 2002 (total annual land, capital and operating costs of U.S. off-street parking)
and may be closer to $374 billion. For comparison, in 2002 federal Medicare spending was $231
billion and for the military was $349 billion. Shoup calculates that the value of off-street parking, at
approximately $12,000 per vehicle, roughly equals the total capital cost of all vehicles plus all
roads in the U.S..
On a per-mile driven basis, the subsidy for parking amounts to between 5 and 14 cents. Shoup
calculates that gasoline taxes would have to be raised by $1.27 to $3.74 per gallon to offset this
subsidy, and notes that charging appropriately for parking may be as, or even more effective, not
to mention technologically simpler, than other pricing techniques aimed at reducing driving. He
cites a study of Boston finds that a $1 parking surcharge would roughly double the average traffic
speed in the central business district, the same benefit that would result from a $1 congestion fee.
Although part three of The High Cost of Free Parking is dedicated to Shoup’s recommendations,
in part one he discusses two solutions which could be implemented relatively easily in the near
term: fees in lieu of parking requirements, and offering developers the option to reduce travel
demand as an alternative to building a portion of required parking. Fees in lieu of parking
requirements allow cities to collect funds from developers to build shared parking facilities. The
idea has significant benefits for urban design, largely because it would consolidate parking rather
than requiring each establishment to provide a separate lot. Further, because different land uses
require parking during different times of the day, a smaller amount of parking can be shared
among several establishments.
The second solution, reducing demand, offers developers a cost-effective alternative to building
more parking. Shoup suggests that employers or developers can offer “eco-passes” as a way to
encourage transit use, walking, or bicycling instead of driving. Other demand reduction options
are “cash-out parking” (a travel demand management technique which Shoup conceived of years
ago) whereby employers offer workers cash in lieu of a free parking space (the employee can
spend it to park, or pocket it if another commuting means is available) and car-sharing. Beyond
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the obvious benefit of diminishing the need for parking and freeing up land for higher end uses,
this approach reduces vehicle trips, cutting air pollution, lowering oil consumption, and easing
congestion.

The High Cost of Free Parking, Part III: The Search
Parking has been getting attention recently in New York City. First was the July city
council vote to make parking free on Sundays and Mayor Bloomberg’s subsequent veto.
In August, some city parking meters began accepting parking cards for payment.
Meanwhile, the Tri-State Campaign and some Bronx groups have expressed concern over
plans to build thousands of additional parking spaces around Yankee Stadium, a change
which will encourage more fans to drive. Thus, our next installment reviewing The High
Cost of Free Parking seems timely (parts I and II in MTR #’s 505, 506).
In Part 2 of his book, Professor Shoup explores the trials and tribulations of cruising for free curb
parking. This is an experience car-owning New Yorkers, facing alternate-side-of-the-street rules,
not to mention visitors to the city, are very familiar with. Shoup asserts that cruising for parking is
much more than just run-of-the-mill aggravation. In fact, cruising for parking results in a
tremendous amount of excess driving and all of its concomitant ills — air pollution, crashes
and traffic congestion.
Because it is available to drivers on a “first-come, first-served” basis, free parking suffers the
problem of communal ownership. Once drivers secure a space, they have no incentive to give it
up in a timely fashion.
Based on review of 16 mostly American and European studies of cruising conducted between
1927 and 2001, Shoup concludes that cars searching for free parking contribute to over 8% of
total traffic. The relevant New York City study was conducted in 1995 by John Falcocchio, Joe
Darsin and Elena Prassas. They concluded the average time drivers took to find a curb space
between 8 and 10 a.m. was 7.3 minutes, increasing to 10.6 minutes between 11a.m. and 2 p.m.
According to their research, cruising for curb parking created about 8 percent of the total vehicle
miles traveled in west Midtown.
Shoup has developed a model to explain why a driver would choose to cruise for free curb
parking rather than pay for off-street parking (interested readers can turn to page 323 of his book
for the equation). He says the decision to seek free parking is based on the price of off-street
parking, the amount of time a driver intends to park for, the time spent searching, the cost of gas
burned while cruising, the number of people in the car, and the value of the driver and his
passengers’ time. If the cost of off-street parking outweighs all of those other variables, the driver
will cruise for parking at the curb.
Some will likely disagree that all time-wasting, gridlock-contributing motorists indulge in such an
involved calculus, but it at least provides a baseline for how some drivers may approach parking.
The most compelling chapter in this section examines the impacts of cruising for parking.
Shoup uses UCLA’s Westwood Village and its backwards pricing policy as his example.
Westwood has plenty of moderately priced off-street parking available, but metered curb spaces
are free in the evening when the district sees its highest traffic levels.
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Shoup and his assistants conducted 160 park-and-visit tests by bicycle and found that the
average search time for parking is 3.3 minutes for all times, but is nearly 10 minutes during
evening hours. The average search time of 3.3 minutes may seem insignificant, but added up
across all of Westwood’s drivers, it amounts to 426 hours per day (a little more than 10 work
weeks).
Shoup found that the average distance driven while cruising for a free parking space in
Westwood was half a mile. Added across all cruising drivers, the behavior contributes 3,600
vehicle miles traveled in the district each day. Over the year, that totals 945,000 extra miles
traveled, or two round trips to the moon, using 47,000 gallons of gasoline and producing 728
tons of CO2. The cumulative impact of cruising across all commercial districts in the U.S. is
obviously far higher.
Beyond zoning requirements that cause overbuilding of off-street parking, many areas deal with
parking shortages by setting time limits. These are ineffective because drivers routinely violate
the rules. (A Seattle survey found the average parking duration in 1-hour spots was 2.1 hours.)
Some areas have explored providing information measures to broadcast locations of available
parking.
But Shoup asserts that the most appropriate way for cities to address curbside parking
shortages is to price the spaces – he says that would result in 14 percent (about 1 in 7) of
spaces being open. Like congestion pricing schemes, rates could vary throughout the day
depending on demand (enabled by new technology like NYC’s muni-meters).
But pricing free curbside parking isn’t rocket science. Indeed, the parking meter, first
introduced in Oklahoma in 1935, is the obvious example. Shoup suggests political hurdles to
introducing or hiking prices can be overcome by shifting responsibility for setting rates from
politicians to bureaucrats, though this seem a fairly ivory-tower, or at least Californian, point of
view.

The High Cost Of Free Parking 4:
Distributing the Benefits of Parking Pricing
In the third and final section of his opus, The High Cost of Free Parking, UCLA Professor Donald
Shoup identifies ways to overcome technological and political barriers in the way of charging
market-priced rates for parking (we reviewed earlier sections of the work in MTR #s 505, 506 and
509).
The first obstacle is relatively easy to address. Shoup describes several new takes on the
traditional parking meter, which was invented by a member of the Oklahoma City Chamber of
Commerce in 1935. Most American parking meters haven’t changed much in the 70 years since.
But recent years have seen significant advances.
Pay-and-display and pay-by-space meters are used in New York City, Aspen and Berkeley
and differ from traditional meters in that they control multiple spaces. They also have the benefit
of allowing cash, credit card, smart card and even cellphone payments. Personal in-vehicle
meters, also employed by Aspen and in Arlington, VA, allow parkers to pay without stepping out
of their cars. Drivers key the appropriate parking zone, insert their parking smart card, and
display the meter in the windshield. Payment is deducted until the driver returns and switches off
the meter. In several European cities, drivers pay for parking with their cellphones by calling a
city parking number and keying in license plate and parking zone (cell payment is also a popular
way to pay London’s congestion charge). An in-vehicle transponder allows control officers to
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determine if the car is paying and parked legally. The EU is also exploring using Global
Positioning System satellites to pay for parking.
Beyond their convenience, the principal advantages of modern payment methods is that
parking rates can be adjusted to respond to demand. During peak parking periods, rates can be
adjusted upward to ensure a rough balance between supply and demand, reducing some trips
and also cutting back on cruising for parking.
Of course the bigger obstacle to charging for parking (evident in the recent tempest over
NYC metered Sunday parking) is politics. Resistance to increasing parking rates and putting a
price on previously free parking is strong. Shoup says it can be overcome via parking benefit
districts.
Under such a plan, the district would receive some or all of parking revenue, rather than see it
disappear into a city’s general fund coffers. The district would use the funds for transportation
and community improvements such as sidewalk cleaning, landscaping, storefront facades,
bicycle and walking paths, etc. The establishment of parking benefit districts helps make metered
parking more palatable to curbside shop owners and residents. Both groups can see a clear link
between the coins deposited in parking meters and improvements in their districts.
Two southern California cities currently employ parking benefit districts: Old Pasadena and
San Diego. Old Pasadena’s Parking Meter Zone (PMZ) brought in $1.3 million in 2001 and
helped transform a dying commercial district into a vibrant and popular destination for shoppers
and diners. The PMZ chair credits parking revenue for turning Old Pasadena around, saying,
“This might seem silly to some people, but if not for our parking meters, it’s hard to imagine that
we’d have the kind of success we’re enjoying. They’ve made a huge difference. At first it was a
struggle to get people to agree with the meters. But when we figured out that the money would
stay here, that the money would be used to improve the amenities, it was an easy sell.”
San Diego returns 45 percent of parking meter revenues (amounting to almost $2.2 million in
2002) to three Parking Meter Districts. An Uptown District uses its funds to revitalize commercial
streets, improve the walking environment, establish focal points for transit services and increase
off-street parking. San Diego’s meters carry the mantra: “Small Change for Big Changes.”
In residential areas, concerns about charging for curb parking can be ameliorated by giving
residents the right to park for free. In this way, only “outsiders” are paying for parking, and their
contributions go toward improving the neighborhood.
NYC recently introduced new parking meters which accept pre-paid smart cards for payment.
This makes parking more convenient. But unfortunately, peak premiums seem a distant prospect
while NYCDOT promotes cheap and easy curb parking. A new ad on its website invites
Manhattan motoring: “Driving to the Theater District? Use On-Street Parking – Only $2.00 per
hour.”
That said, Mayor Bloomberg, in announcing the new meters, noted that the new technology
could allow DOT to one day charge variable, demand-driven parking rates.
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OUTCOME OF PROGRESSIVE PARKING POLICY MEETINGS
City staff conducted a series of three public meetings to share information presented by
Dr. Shoup during his visit and lecture last August, look at examples of how other
communities had implemented these policies, and get input on how these principles
might be applied in Santa Rosa.
Participants identified the following key priorities for action:
1. Mechanism to create partnership with economic development and parking (eg.
by stakeholders and downtown parking advisory committee). [16]
2. Period of free time in garages. [10]
3. Addressing consumers’ perception of safety. [7]
4. More clarity/understanding of parking district structure and finances. [5]
5. Education and perception. [2]
6. Stimulate garage use. [2]
7. Reduce parking on Fifth Street to create outdoor seating. [2]
8. Prepaid discount cards (as exist in other cities). [1]

Economic Development and Housing
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PARKING PROBLEMS?
AVERAGE COST FOR SUPPLYING AND SUPPORTING

I

ncreased traffic congestion is making it tougher and
tougher to get around on our region’s roads. To
make matters worse, when you finally reach your
destination, you often can’t find a place to park.
Many employers and businesses are facing a parking
crunch. Merchants want parking for their customers.
Employers provide parking for most employees. Cities and
suburbs devote huge tracts of land to workday parking,
while the rest of the time, the lots stand empty. Yet, when
need is greatest — getting to work or the train station in
rush hour or on heavy shopping days — there never seems
to be enough parking.

SUBURBAN PARKING
Construction
Surface Parking Lot: $1,400 per space
Two Story (one elevated deck): $10,000 per space
Underground Parking (two levels): $21,000 per space
Source: National Association of Industrial and Office Properties
Operations/Maintenance:
All types $400 per space per year
Source: New Brunswick, New Jersey Parking Authority

WHAT’S GOING ON?

D

emand for parking has become so entrenched
that for every car in America, there are eight
parking spaces. Each of us has a parking space at
home, the shopping center, at work, at school — practically
everywhere we go. Local zoning ordinances, building
codes, bank financing rules and other development
practices result in an oversupply of parking spaces in many
suburban locales and an inefficient use of existing parking
in cities. Parking facilities take up lots of space — about 300
sq. ft. per car including turning space.
“For every car in America, there are eight parking spaces.”

Devoting so much land to parking costs a bundle
and imposes other fiscal, social and environmental costs.
Without building even more parking, what can be done?

WHAT ARE THE SOLUTIONS?

G

overnment and employers around the
country are taking innovative approaches to
the demand for parking. Government is
reducing parking requirements in zoning and building
codes. Businesses are using economic incentives that
encourage employees to use public transit or carpool.
This brochure lays out the facts, research and
strategies available to employers, developers, municipalities
and citizens to better manage parking supply and demand.

THE TRUE COST OF PARKING.

P

arking is never really free — it’s subsidized.
Although employers may offer parking to
employees free of charge, someone pays for it. First
the builder pays. Then the employer or merchant who
maintains the parking pays again. Some parking spaces are
“paid for” continually. The costs, whether hidden or obvious,
are expensive. Employees pay for parking with reduced wages
or benefits whether they drive or not. Shoppers pay for
parking with higher costs of goods and services. Taxpayers pay
for public parking. In 1996, the federal Department of
Transportation and the Environmental Protection Agency
valued employee parking benefits at $36 billion per year.
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MORE PARKING
= MORE DRIVING

F

ree parking affects travel
choices. Plentiful free parking
in suburban areas and cheap
parking in cities encourage employees
and shop-pers to drive to their destinations, rather than using available transit
services.
Case studies of employers in
Washington, DC and Los Angeles found
that about one-fourth of employees
began driving alone to work once
employers offered free parking.
A 1984 survey by the Port
Authority of New York and New Jersey
found that employers subsidized 64% of
motorists driving into Manhattan over
the George Washington Bridge or
through the Lincoln or Holland
Tunnels. A whopping 84% of those

subsidized motorists got “free” parking.
Subsidies help these commuters
“choose” to drive despite notorious
traffic delays.
In fact, the availability of free or
cheap parking is one of the biggest
determinants of whether a person drives
to his or her destination, or takes transit,
walks, bicycles or carpools. In America,
95% of employees working in suburbia
park free. Not surprisingly, 91% of
employees drive to work and of those
who drive, 92% drive alone.
MORE DRIVING
= MORE TRAFFIC

W

hen employee parking
is cheap or free, and
most workers are
expected to arrive at work all at once,
drivers experience gridlock. This peak
period traffic, in turn, causes govern-

ment to try to “solve” congestion with
more pavement. Rather than providing
motorists and employers with incentives to shift travel out of peak periods or
to switch to transit, highway departments often build new lanes or bypass
roads (even though there’s plenty of
space on the roads outside of peak travel
times). Road construction costs tax payers a fortune and cause delays that
waste years of motorists’ time.
INNOVATIVE PARKING
STRATEGIES ARE NEEDED

P

arking management
strategies tailored to specific
locations can help employers,
merchants and communities solve
parking prob -lems, from traffic congestion, to over- or under-supply, to high
employer and developer costs. Businesses that are planning to expand can
reduce or eliminate the need to build
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new parking. Money that would otherwise be spent on
supplying, supporting and maintaining parking can be put
into the business or the employees’ benefits package. The
key is developing the right mix of strategies.
A variety of parking management strategies can be
combined or used separately. Some types include:
4Zoning or Building Code Changes to
Reduce Parking Requirements
4”Cashing-Out” the Value of Parking
4 Parking Pricing (charging for parking)
4Transportation Allowance
4 Congestion Parking Pricing
WHAT CAN GOVERNMENT DO?
Zoning Code Changes

M

In New York’s Hudson Valley, the City of
Poughkeepsie encourages the joint use of parking by
adjoining owners, defers required parking up to 25% for
commercial and industrial uses, and will often waive
parking requirements if a development is within 600 feet
of a municipal lot.
Along the Hudson River waterfront, office and
residential developers have agreed with Jersey City and
Weehawken that less parking is needed than would have
been required under local zoning ordinances where sites are
served by transit. In Maplewood and other New Jersey
towns, demand for more parking at rail stations was met with
jitney services that take commuters from neighborhoods to
the station. In New Jersey’s uniform site development
standards law, less parking or shared parking is encouraged
for mixed use developments or where density is high.

ost municipal codes require developers and employers to provide a
certain number of parking spaces
for every built square foot of space, or for a certain
number of employees or customers at the site. Local
governments can amend parking requirements to
limit, rather than require a minimum number of
parking spaces per floor area or employee. Such an
approach preserves land for other purposes,
encourages development density necessary for a
pleasant walking environment and helps support
cost-effective transit service.
Parking limits also make it easier for employers to adopt parking management programs and
reduce demand for parking (and driving).
Code changes will be especially effective
where transit, walking, bicycling and ridesharing
options exist or need to be promoted. Towns can
devise parking policies that don’t encourage
everyone to drive but still avoid illegal parking,
especially if they combine parking limits with
incentives to “cash-out” parking and use transit.
Cities, towns and developers across the
region are also taking a new approach to parking
problems. On Long Island, firms in industrial parks
in the Town of North Hempstead must try to
reduce employees’ trips before building a parking
deck. The town requires the firm to study the
feasibility of “cashing out” parking, using car and
vanpools, transit, walking and bicycling to get to
work, or telecom-muting, working fewer days/week
or using flex time to avoid rush hours.
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FREE PARKING CAUSES:

MANAGED PARKING RESULTS IN:

More traffic congestion
Worsened air pollution

Improved traffic flow
Better air quality (reduced cold engine starts)

More solo driving
Employees to avoid using available transit

Fewer vehicle trips and miles of travel
More transit use, carpooling, walking and cycling

Valuable land to be wasted on parking

More available land for valuable, productive
endeavors or recreation and open space

Disparity in employee benefits

Uniform incentives for employees to use
transit, carpool, walk or bicycle

Higher construction, operation,
maintenance and security costs

Lower employer and developer costs

Pollution due to run-off from parking lots

Cleaner air, water and land

Innovative parking management
techniques control demand, revitalize
business districts, create pedestrianfriendly shopping areas, and make more
land available for productive uses or for
recreation and open space. Traffic and
pollution also decrease.

WHAT CAN
BUSINESSES DO?
Cashing-Out Free Parking

O

ne of the most effective
ways to reduce demand
for parking and better
manage existing parking supply is
“cashing out” the value of parking. In
this program, employers who fully or
partially subsidize parking offer workers
the option to give up their parking space
in exchange for its monetary value. In
other words, employers offer cash
directly to employees willing to forego
parking spaces and carpool, vanpool,
take transit, walk or bicycle to work.
Employees decide whether to continue
to use a parking space or choose another
form of travel or telecommute, if
possible.
The money offered for the
unused parking space is put into the
employees’ paycheck. Employers can

Pressure to cut air pollution has
made California a leader in cashing out
parking. Employers there say administrative and record-keeping procedures
remain a very small part of regular
accounting tasks.

In 1995, in Bellevue, Washington,
all office buildings greater than 50,000 sq.
ft. were required to identify parking costs
as a separate line item on the lease and
charge a minimum rate for monthly
longterm parking. Tenants are still free to
lease parking and give it away to their
employees “free” but if they want to
cash-out parking, their lease will not
prevent it.

Cash-out Example:

Parking Pricing

An employer pays $50/month to lease a
parking space. Under a cash-out
program, the employer would offer
$50/month to an employee who
foregoes a parking space. Many employees will take advantage of this offer, and
carpool, bicycle or take transit.

(eliminating parking subsidies)

sweeten the package by providing
employees pre-tax benefits such as
transit passes and vanpool incentives.

Parking Cash-Out Can Work
In All Situations. Where parking areas
are owned by the firm, employers can
save money by offering employees
higher income in exchange for parking,
and put excess parking to more productive uses. Where costs for parking are
“bundled” into the firm’s rent payment,
employers may be able to renegotiate
leases, separate the cost for a specified
number of spaces, and then proceed to
“cash-out” parking as a company with
leased parking would.

Companies can charge more for parking
to reflect its high costs, or set a value on
currently subsidized parking spaces, and
charge workers accordingly. Depending
on the price set, this form of parking
management is a cost-effective way to
encourage drivers to carpool or use
transit. Companies may use a
portion of money saved to finance
vanpools, train shuttles and transit passes.
While potentially effective at reducing
driving, parking pricing will be less
attractive to employees than a parking
cash-out program that offers compensation for not driving and parking.
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Transportation Allowance

Some employees receive a set amount of money each
month for transportation costs. The employee decides how
to get to work and individually pays for his transportation,
using this allowance. If he decides to drive to work alone, he
pays for his parking place, which may cost more than his
allowance.

What Employers Say About Parking Cash-Out
In a 1997 UCLA study, the following comments were made to
Professor Donald Shoup, who teaches urban planning at UCLA
and has studied cash-out parking programs.
“Since we moved to cash-out, we’ve always received a good
response. It’s also a good hiring incentive for us.”

Example:

GEICO (Friendship Heights, MD) adopted a parking
management program when it consolidated 2,500 employees into a new headquarters. GEICO restricted on-site
parking to 1,020 spaces; charged $30-$60/month for the
parking garage and $10/month for a surface lot; allowed
free parking for car and vanpools; subsidized vanpools and
offered transit subsidies. Just 40% of GEICO’s employees
drive alone to work, 20% rideshare and 31% use transit.
Compared to nearby employers with similar conditions,
GEICO’s worksite requires 39% fewer parking spaces.
Transit Passes
Transit programs such as TransitChek®, authorized by IRS
code section 132(f), enable employers to allow employees to
set aside a portion of their salary to pay for transit and vanpool
commuting costs. Employees can use TransitChek regardless
of whether their employer has a parking management
program in place. Employees can set aside up to $65 each
month ($780 per year) of their gross income before federal
(and in some instances, state) taxes to pay for commuting
costs. The benefit amount will rise to $100/month in January
2002. Employers save on payroll taxes as well. So, both
employees and employers save.

Example
Annual Savings with Pre-Tax TransitChek®
Employee Wages $22,000
Employee Payroll Tax Savings $239
Employer Payroll Tax Savings $79
*Based on TransitChek amount of $780/year: The
income tax rates used are for a married individual.
Employee payroll taxes that are exempted include:
Federal, NY State and NYC Income Tax, Social Security
and Medicare. Employer payroll taxes that are
exempted include: FICA, Medicare, Federal and State
Unemployment Insurance, and Worker’s Compensation.
Actual savings may vary.

“Parking cash-out is an excellent recruiting point because
people count it as income. “
“I think it makes the firm look like we’re doing something to
help the environment. Some of the recruits think more of our
firm because of this policy.”

Congestion Parking Pricing

Local municipalities can charge more during peak driving
hours for on-street parking using advanced parking meters.
This encourages drivers with flexibility to drive during less
congested hours, spreading parking demand more evenly
throughout the day, and reducing local traffic congestion.

EXAMPLES OF PARKING
MANAGEMENT IN ACTION

E

mployers around the country have taken innovative
approaches to the demand for parking, including
changing the cost or location of parking and
offering incentives for transit use, to affect supply and demand.
In 1993, Nestle USA (Glendale, CA) offered its 1,400
employees a package of rideshare incentives including free and
preferred carpool parking, a guaranteed ride home program,
cash subsidies to vanpools (40% of cost), subsidies to transit
users ($21-$50/month), shuttle service and ride matching
services, while instituting a parking charge for single-driver
cars of $40/month. Nestle USA now saves $80,000 per year
by leasing fewer parking spaces and reducing parking subsidies.
Cornell University, faced with increased traffic on
campus and demand for 2,500 more parking spaces, reduced
parking subsidies and offered monetary incentives to carpool
or take transit to campus. More than one-third of Cornell’s
9,000 faculty and staff no longer drive to work alone, averting
the need for a 1,200 space parking facility and its associated
maintenance and security expenditures. The University of
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Washington decreased the number of
solo drivers to campus by 22% by raising
solo parking fees and instituting a pass
for use on the Seattle transit system.
Between 1991 and 1998, campus
ridership on the Metro transit system
grew by 68%, from 4.7 million to 7.8
million annual trips.
Companies across the nation are
developing innovative programs to
reduce congested highways and streets
and are serving as role models for other
businesses. In Northern California,
Kaiser Permanente offers bicycle
parking, showers, financial incentives to
use transit, and provides a mid-day

Other success stories include:
Santa Monica, California

In Santa Monica, CA, 26 employers offer
cash in lieu of parking. Twenty percent
of employees take advantage of the cash
option and carpool or find other ways to
get to work. A 1998 report by the
City of Santa Monica Transportation
Management office found that: “all of
the employers surveyed agreed that
parking cash-out is a very strong
incentive” and “employers have found
parking cash-out to be simple to
implement, extremely effective at
encouraging carpooling, and economical for the company.”

Pleasanton, California

The suburban City of Pleasanton,
California initiated a parking cash-out
program in January 1994, offering $1.50
per day to employees who use an
alternative to driving alone to work.
Before the program started in 1994, only
28 employees used alternative modes. By
the next year, this more than doubled to
66, eliminating 20,625 trips, saving
12,375 gallons of fuel and preventing
123 tons of carbon dioxide emissions.
Cambridge, Massachusetts

The city requires a parking and a transportation demand management plan
before more than 20 new parking spaces
can be added. The plan is designed to
minimize parking and to take advantage
of transit passes and incentives, shuttle
services, bicycle and pedestrian facilities,
and flexible work hours. Applicants can
request fewer parking spaces than the
minimum in the zoning ordinance, or can
use off-site parking spaces.
THE FUTURE OF PARKING

L

et us help you benefit from
parking management strategies.
If the problems and high cost of
parking are to be reduced, demand must
be controlled. Everyone will benefit from
less driving, reduced congestion, shorter
commutes and healthier air. Call us.
“Demand for more parking at rail stations was eased with jitney services
that take commuters from neighborhoods to the station.“

shuttle for its employees. More than
half of AT&T managers nationwide
telecommute from home six days per
month. Bank of America employees in
the Los Angeles region earn money for
each mile accrued via alternative
commuting on a personalized debit
card. Other firms have adopted creative
programs and earned awards for in creasing transportation options while
reducing greenhouse gases by reducing
vehicle trips.

Louisville, Kentucky

The parking cash-out program at the
Louisville and Jefferson County
Metropolitan Sewer District in Kentucky encouraged 21% of its employees
to switch from driving alone to using
alternatives. The District was able to
eliminate some of the parking it had
been leasing, saving $125,000 each year.

Parking Management -still another way the
Tri-State Transportation Campaign
is mobilizing the region.
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